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Wining and dining an HTML editor Running TopPage on Linux using Wine Shigefumi Takeda and Masahide Washizawa IBM Japan, Ltd. May 2000 Wine, a program that allows a Windows application to be run under X11, has recently been enhanced to run the Windows Web authoring tool, TopPage, on Linux. Programmers Shigefumi Takeda and Masahide Washizawa discuss the essential elements of TopPage, and the magic behind Wine that makes it possible to run a Windows program on Linux. Including popular features in Linux is a good way to help it compete with Windows. While the usability of Linux increases as its client desktop environment becomes more accessible to the general user, it still can't compete with the number of features on Windows. Nor have Linux developers addressed the need for a Web authoring tool, which is in demand due to the diffusion of the Internet and due to the commercial and private demand for simple HTML editors. These circumstances have fueled the drive to develop a user-friendly Web authoring application for Linux, and the port of TopPage to Linux might be just the thing to fill the gap.



Contents:



What is TopPage? Why Wine? Modifying Wine Beyond beta Resources About the authors



What is TopPage? TopPage is a Web authoring and design tool for Windows. It enables you to easily create professional-quality Web pages without any HTML knowledge or programming skills. What's more, TopPage includes the WYSIWYG (what you see is what you get) HTML Editor; an animation GIF creation tool; a graphic tool for creating your own logos, buttons, and photo frames; and a built-in Web site management tool. TopPage's three main features have made it a popular tool for developing commercial and private Web sites: ●



Web page editing: WYSIWYG Web page editing supports the latest Internet technology (such as HTML 4.0 and Cascading Style Sheets)



●



Image processing: Functions like image map editing, logo creation, button creation, animated GIF creation, and various image conversions are included.



●



Site management: Functions like automatic link update, Web page upload, and file transfer simplify thte management of complicated Web sites.



Why Wine? Because TopPage is a Windows application using many graphical user interfaces (GUIs), there are various approaches to running TopPage on Linux. One option is rewriting the program in Java. From a portability point of view, Java is the best language to use. Using Java would, however, require a complete rewrite of the program -- a tedious and time-consuming prospect. And there's no data from which to forecast the performance characteristics of running a Java-rewrite of TopPage on Linux. Another approach might be to use GTK+ or Qt as a native toolkit library for Linux. From a performance point of view, this sounds ideal. However, it ends up being just as tedious and time-consuming to support a native Linux, particularly because we have to port the Windows GUI to Linux desktop environments such as GNOME and KDE on the X Windows system. This approach would also require writing to both GTK+ and Qt, to ensure support for the user's preferred desktop environment. We might even consider using a Windows emulator to run the TopPage Windows application on Linux. For example, we could use commercial libraries such as Wind/U from Bristol Technology Inc., and MainWin from MainSoft company. Or, instead of an emulator, we might consider using VMWare, which allows multiple guest operating systems to run concurrently on a single standard PC. However, this requires a Windows license and library license fee, and is consequently too costly an option for the general user. Considering the drawbacks of the solutions mentioned, we turn to Wine. Wine is a Windows API function emulator. It is an open source software emulator that has been developed by members of the Wine community, and is directly implemented by the X Windows library. Accordingly, the GUI doesn't depend on a desktop environment such as GTK+ and Qt. What's more, if we use Wine, we don't have to install Windows or recompile the TopPage program. All things considered, using Wine has meant the most timely market release of TopPage for Linux. Wine is an open source implementation of the Microsoft Windows 95, Windows 98, and Windows NT application programming interfaces (API). Developed by members of the Wine community, Wine runs on X Windows and Linux. Wine lets the Windows application run on a Linux system without having to recompile. It includes a Windows program loader, graphics routine, memory management, event management, signal handling, and so on. It also contains built-in classes for Windows controls and functions.
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Wine is currently still under development as an alpha version. Various solutions to problems on Wine are discussed on the Wine mailing list, and new snapshot releases appear approximately every month. (See Resources.) The contents in this paper are based on the snapshot release of Wine-991212. Modifying Wine Unfortunately, Wine does not run all Windows applications on Linux smoothly. Some applications fail at startup or during runtime. Indeed, many problems surfaced when we first tried to run TopPage on Linux. TopPage references Microsoft Foundation Class (MFC) frequently in the source code. It therefore either directly or indirectly uses many Windows controls, such as Common Controls, Common Dialogs, and Shell. The program may not have worked well initially on Linux because Wine itself had some problems and unimplemented functions. These API functions are implemented in Wine: ●



Common Control: Property sheet with Wizard mode, etc.



●



Tree-View and List-View: Status of selected item and expanded tree, etc.



●



Common Dialog: Customization for the file open dialog, etc.



●



Shell: Support for long file name, etc.



●



Graphics: Memory leak problem, etc.



We also solved and implemented about 20 small problems in addition to these listed above.
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Not only did we modify Wine, we also tweaked the TopPage program a bit when Wine began sending messages in a different order than Windows. Although this initially seemed to be a problem with Wine (because it should send the message in the same order as Windows), we avoided the confusion by changing the message handling in Windows. Since Wine has not completed the implementations for multibyte characters yet, IBM HomePage Builder (the TopPage Japanese version) also does not run well with Wine on Linux. To get around this problem of multibyte support, we implemented the following Xlib functions for the framework, and made it possible to input text with Japanese locale: ●



XSetLocaleModifiers



●



XCreateIC



●



XSetICFocus



●



XFilterEvent



●



XmbLookupString



As for processing Japanese characters, Wine did have implementations to process Unicode and multibyte characters. But these implementations were not without their problems. For example, Wine did not support the value '932' as a Japanese code page, it did not use any character sets other than ANSI, and it did not consider the character length for multibyte characters. To display Japanese, we implemented the output method for Japanese with the Xmb functions (XmbDrawString, XmbDrawText, etc.) that are parts of Xlib functions for multibyte characters. We implemented the fonts to use the XfontSet, which contains all the fonts needed to display Japanese text. Wine had the resource files of each language for some, but not all, controls, so we also had to add Japanese resource files. Beyond beta We implemented the input and output method for multibyte characters of Japanese into Wine, but this only accounts for the localization in Japanese. Wine still needs to be internationalized for handling X Windows fonts, and processing character codes. Although we have solved some of the problems and implemented a few functions to enable Wine to run TopPage on Linux, full operation and support still require further work. While TopPage for Linux has some functional limitations, its beta version is released, and you can now create Web pages easily on Linux. In the future, Wine may prove to be an effective way to run any and all Windows applications on Linux. Resources ●



Download the beta version of TopPage for Linux and the patches for Wine (not including Japanese functions) at the IBM WebSphere TopPage home page.



●



Take a look at The Wine Project.



About the authors Shigefumi Takeda is a programmer at IBM Japan, Ltd. He has been developing applications, including CAD graphics, on AIX and Windows since 1993. He currently programs on Linux and Windows. He can be reached at [email protected]. Masahide Washizawa is also a programmer at IBM Japan, Ltd. He has developed systems and applications on AIX such as
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